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The Barn and Its Setting

T

he Pereira Octagon Barn,
known to longtime locals as
“the Round Barn,” is a former dairy
barn built in 1906 on land which was
originally a Mexican-era land grant
known as the Ranchita de Santa Fe.
It is located just south of the San
Luis Obispo city limits on South
Higuera Street. In Spanish and
Mexican times, this was the path of
the Camino Real, the original route
linking the missions established by
the Spanish.
The Pereira Octagon Barn is the
only octagonal barn in Southern
California. It is also the only barn in
the county with a fully documented
history and easily viewable from
our most trafficked roads.
Its
site and surroundings are largely
undeveloped and evoke the earlier
rural life of the area. It has been
painstakingly restored over a period
of some fifteen years. It will be
available to the general public for
tours, talks, exhibits, and special
events. In its new incarnation, the
barn is one of the most important
visual symbols of the vital role
played by agriculture in shaping San
Luis Obispo County.

Early Dairying in San Luis
Obispo County

D

airying in our area goes back
to the 1860s, when cheap land,
a suitable climate, and access to the
San Francisco market led brothers
Edgar and George Steele to proclaim
it “cow heaven.” They established
dairies in the Edna Valley, and
others soon followed their lead,
with dairy farms springing up in the

coastal valleys and, later, inland in
the North County.

The circular plan of these barns was
seen as a labor-saving arrangement
at a time when mechanization was
still mostly on the horizon.

Many immigrants found their way
to this “cow heaven” and took entrylevel jobs as milkers, aspiring to
work their way up to leasing a piece
of land and a small herd of cows
and eventually to owning their own
dairies. The Ticinese from Italianspeaking Switzerland and the
Portuguese from the Azore Islands
were the two ethnic groups most
important in this migration.
The Very Modern

Mr. Fowler

T
Octagon Barn as a
Manifestation of Pressures
to Modernize

I

n the later years of the 19th century,
there was a growing awareness
in the county that modernization
would be essential to the continued
success of local dairies. This led
to efforts at herd improvement,
mechanization, and irrigation, as
well as to the establishment of a dairy
science program in Cal Poly’s earliest
curriculum. The improvement of
barn design was also part of this
trend to modernization. This trend
made popular what were called
“round barns.” These barns could be
polygonal in design, or “true round.”
The polygonal barns included
structures with six, eight, nine, ten,
twelve, sixteen, or even twenty sides.

he creator and popularizer of
the eight-sided design was the
charismatic and very persuasive
Orson Squires Fowler. By the
mid-19th century, the impassioned
Mr. Fowler had popularized the
Victorian “science” of phrenology
(the effort to determine character
traits by measuring the contours of
the human head) and had established
a national business publishing
self-help books, health treatises, and
sometimes-controversial
marital
advice. Then he lit on the concept
of an octagonal building as the
most efficient, most desirable, most
modern of designs. He published
his ideas in 1848 and sparked a
national fad for octagonal houses.
The development of octagonal barns
was not far behind.
Although Fowler left the actual
design of different octagon barns
to the decisions of local builders,
by 1900 national farm-supply
companies and merchandising
giants such as Sears were
furnishing patterns and even
pre-fab kits of lumber for polygonal
and “true round” barns.

“Out there at the Round Barn, when I’d deliver things, there was a sort of glass cup, shaped kind of
like a beer mug, hanging on a nail, and they’d tell me to take the cup and dip up some cream with
it. So I did, and sure enough, that’s so good, you get hooked on it!”			
–Charles Murray
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Construction Details
This one-story, eight-sided barn
measures 78 feet across and
encloses approximately 5,000
square feet of interior space. It is
45 feet tall, including a 10-feettall, louvered, octagonal cupola
which provides ventilation and
natural light. The walls are
rough-sawn,
irregular-width
redwood boards, painted white.
Much of this wood is original;
some has been salvaged from
sources of a similar age--most
notably, from a dismantled,
century-old barn in nearby
Guadalupe.
The barn has been re-roofed
with redwood shingles obtained
from “sinker logs” from British
Columbia. This use of salvaged,
old-growth redwood was an
ecologically acceptable solution
to the challenge of finding
suitable roofing material for the
restoration. The shingles were
custom-sawn and cut to 6” x 36”
to replicate the originals.
This structure has proven itself
for over 100 years, withstanding
the strong winds from the
nearby Los Osos Valley and an
occasional earthquake.
“
No one thought of it as a
special barn. It was old, and
people made fun of it. The
high school kids, when we’d
ride the school bus into town,
would tell me the same joke
over and over again: ‘Did
you hear about the farmer
who went crazy?’ ‘No, why?’
‘Well, he had a round barn
and he couldn’t find a corner
to pee in!’ I must have
heard that a hundred times.”
–Lois Kirchner Abbott

“The cows were fed in the barn, but could mill about. When they
were milked in the barn, they were put into stanchions, facing
frontwards around a smaller circle,where there was feed for them.”
							

-John Oliveira

Caltrans photo of the Octagon Barn, looking south along the original route of
California Highway 1 (South Higuera Street), 1929.

The Pereira Octagon Barn as a Local Manifestation of
the National Trend to Modernization

T

he Pereira Octagon Barn, built in 1906, was the only octagonal barn
constructed in San Luis Obispo County. Most of our local dairy barns
were “monitor-style” barns—rectangular structures with a raised ceiling
along the center of the building. This style had been popular in New
England, and had evolved from European church architecture.
Although the peak years of popularity for octagon-style barns were the
1880s, it took a bit longer for the San Luis Obispo County to get its own
eight-sided experiment. This may be attributable to the relative isolation
and slow development which marked the area from its earliest days of
European settlement.

Manuel Carmo posed in front of the Octagon Barn in the 1970s, during which
time he worked for the Pereiras.
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Why an Octagon?

The Milking Parlor

S

T

2. The greater open space in the
octagonal interior meant less
need for other structures such
as calving barns, holding pens,
or other out-buildings.

space in which to milk the cows—a
space which would be free of the
dust and manure in the octagonal
barn (where the cows were fed), and
with a concrete floor that could be
readily cleaned, and troughs along
which animal waste could be hosed
away. The building was equipped
with milking machines and an
overhead pipe system for transport
of milk (to be stored for shipment)
and of water (to clean the building).

ome of the advantages claimed
for an octagon barn were:

he Milking Parlor, also referred
to as the “Milking Barn,” is a
subsidiary structure built in 1938.
1. A greater volume-to-surface This structure was necessary due
ratio than a rectangular barn, to increasingly strict standards of
which meant a greater area sanitation which were part of the
could be enclosed using less continuing need to modernize.
construction material.
This parlor provided a separate

3. The octagon barn’s labor-saving
features were most appealing at
a time when mechanization was
only beginning. The centralized
nature of the layout would save
farmers precious steps as they
labored to feed, milk, and clean
up after their cows. (In barns,
Fowler wrote, “we need some
common center in and around
which to work. This form will
turn the heads of all the horses
and cattle, and openings to all
the bays and bins, toward this
center, so that one can pass from
bay to stall, and from every part
to every other, with half the steps
required [in a rectangular or
square barn]….” What Fowler
didn’t state specifically, is that,
with cows placed in a circular
pattern and held in stanchions
facing inward towards a central
feeding area, the farmer has
more room to tend to the
“business end” of each animal.
4. The octagon shape resisted high
winds and heavy storms better
than rectangular barns did.

People Associated with
the Barn

John Damaso, one of the three builders
of the Octagon Barn.

T

he builders of the Octagon
Barn were: John Damaso, an
Azorean immigrant and a carpenter
by trade; Henri LaFranchi, a young
Swiss immigrant and the owner of
a small meat-market in San Luis
Obispo, and a third, unknown
man, who has been described as a
“milk farmer.” They may have seen
patterns for octagonal construction
in farm journals, but both Damaso
and LaFranchi were immigrants
who had no firsthand knowledge of
the many octagonal barns in dairy
centers of the Midwest.

Plans for the Milking Parlor
include refurbishment to make
it a suitable place for community
gatherings, displays about the
history of agriculture in the county,
and educational programs for
schoolchildren and other visitors. In
preparation for this, the stanchions
and the false ceiling panels have
been removed; the waste-troughs
have been filled in with concrete for
safety’s sake. The iron posts have Henri LaFranchi, another of the three
been temporarily repaired with builders of the Octagon Barn, shown
with his bride, Ida Pelucca LaFranchi,
welded sleeves.
in 1906.

“I went to the barn with my father, sometimes. Mrs. Lima, who was Joaquin Pereira’s mother-in-law, she
would be there. They had drop calves [to sell],and my father and she would talk about this in Portuguese.”
												
–Eleanor Craveiro
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machinery and was not needed for
range-grazing beef cattle.
Among those who worked the
property during the Pereiras’
ownership were families by the
names of Oliveira, Rodriguez, Silva,
Kirchner, and Carmo. They were
typical of many local dairy people
who worked for shares, or who
leased and worked others’ property
as they saved up money to be able to
purchase their own land.
The property remained in the Pereira
family until 1994, when it was sold
to John and Howard Hayashi. By
The Octagon Barn’s decayed status, just before The Land Conservancy
this time, the barn’s condition had
started restoration in 1997.
badly deteriorated, and its new
owners assumed it would eventually
The first user of the barn was an known as the Home Dairy, was a
collapse or be demolished.
In
Italian-Swiss immigrant, Antonio Grade A dairy with a processing
1997, the Land Conservancy of
Stornetta, who leased the barn facility in town. Milk from the Home
San Luis Obispo County, led by
and the surrounding land for his Dairy was taken to a small building
then-Executive
Director
Ray
Santa Fe dairy operation from 1907 at 719 Higuera Street, where it was
Belknap, arranged to lease and
through 1917. Mr. Stornetta was pasteurized and bottled. Then it
restore the barn.
typical of the frugal and industrious was delivered, in the early morning
Swiss who had claimed an important hours, to residents all over the city.
place for themselves in the county’s The Garcias sold their portion of Restoration of a Local
dairy industry.
the barn and its land to their Pereira Treasure
Joaquin and Josephine Pereira,
with Josephine’s sister Eleanor and
Eleanor’s husband Manuel Garcia,
purchased the property in 1920 for
use as part of their larger, nearby
dairy in the Los Osos Valley. They
were typical of many first and secondgeneration Portuguese Americans,
who followed in the dairy tracks
of the Swiss, many of whom had
immigrated somewhat earlier than
the Portuguese. It’s sometimes said
that “the Swiss owned the dairies,
and the Portuguese got their start by
milking for the Swiss.”

partners in 1925, just five years
after the initial purchase. Dairying
operations continued under the
Pereiras into the early 1950s, when
increasing competition from larger,
more industrialized dairies, mostly
in the Central Valley, began to make
it impractical for local farmers to
continue their dairying. At this
time, the Pereiras, like many other
dairy people, converted to a beef
cattle operation. Their octagonal
barn, which could not easily be
made bigger, had become a sort of
“white elephant” which couldn’t
The Pereiras’ and Garcias’ business, accommodate newer, larger farming

T

he fifteen-year restoration
effort, carried out mostly by
volunteers, is now largely complete,
and the Pereira Octagon Barn stands
as an icon representing the area’s
agricultural past. It is testimony
to the eighty-year period when
dairies flourished in San Obispo
County, creating the agricultural
infrastructure which is still one of
the area’s defining characteristics,
and providing jobs for many of the
area’s immigrants. It is a direct link
to the days when the county’s green
hills and fertile valleys were known
far and wide as “cow heaven.”

“Yes, we were good friends [with the Pereiras]. We were neighbors. I was raised Catholic, and when
I did my first communion and went to confirmation, I’ll always remember, Joaquin [Pereira] was my
sponsor, and he gave me a wallet for a gift. When I opened up the wallet, there was a five-dollar bill in
there, and I thought I’d died and gone to heaven.” 						
–Herb Filipponi
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The Next Chapter

T

he Land Conservancy, in
partnership
with
major
sponsors and partners, is working
to bring the iconic Pereira Octagon
Barn back into the community as
a museum, bicycle trailhead (Bob
Jones Trail), and meeting/event
space. The history of the County’s
dairy industry and the Barn’s own
unique story will be told through
docent tours, lectures, and signage.
If you like projects such as the
Octagon Barn, consider one of the
following ways to help us complete
our vision:
• Make a donation or renew
your membership with The
Land Conservancy.
• Volunteer your time and
talent.
• Give a gift membership to a
friend.
• Consider including The Land
Conservancy in your estate
plans.
• Pass this information on to a
friend.
Your donations are very important
to our organization and will help
us continue to conserve land and
restore special places in San Luis
Obispo County for generations to
come.

THANK YOU
The Land Conservancy is grateful to the following people, who have
shared their memories of dairying and of the Octagon Barn in interviews
for the Octagon Barn Oral History Project.
Lois Kirchner Abbott
Ray Belknap
Maxine Bell
Ercole Brughelli
Dan Carpenter
Ed Carson
Eleanor Craveiro
Eileen Brughelli Damon
Herb Filipponi
Bob Galbraith
Roberta Galbraith
Robin Galbraith
Dann Graham
Windy Hedding

Barbara Keely
Clint Machado
Michael Mooney
Charles Murray
May Nunes
John Oliveira
Dolores Mello Oliveira
David Pereira
June Rodriguez
Don Silva
Ruth Munoz Silva
Catherine Stornetta
Donna Damaso Young

4400 Octagon Way
San Luis Obispo, CA
www.octagonbarn.org

PO Box 12206
San Luis Obispo, CA 93406
[805] 544-9096
www.LCSLO.org

For more information on the
plans for the Octagon Barn, visit
www.octagonbarn.org.
Thank you for your support!
MAJOR SPONSORS:
The Forbes Family Foundation,
Utility Telephone, Westland
Engineering, Hind Foundation,
and PG&E
MAJOR PARTNERS:
San Luis Obispo County Parks
Cal Trans
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